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Invited paper
Abstract – In this paper we consider immersive visual media that
are currently researched within scientific community. These
include the well-established technologies, like 360-degree
panoramas, as well as those being intensively developed, like free
viewpoint video and point-cloud based systems. By the use of
characteristic examples, we define the features of the immersive
visual media that distinguish them from the classical 2D video.
Also, we present the representation technologies that are
currently considered by the scientific community, especially in
the context of standardization of the immersive visual media in
the MPEG-I project recently launched by ISO/IEC.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The word immersive comes from Latin verb immergere, which
means to dip, or to plunge into something. In the case of
digital media, it is a term used to describe the ability of a
technical system to absorb totally a customer into an
audiovisual scene. Immersive multimedia [3] may be related to
both natural and computer-generated content. Here, we are
going to focus on the natural content that originates from
video cameras, microphones, and possibly is augmented by
data from supplementary sensors, like depth cameras. Such
content is sometimes described as high-realistic or ultrarealistic.
Obviously, such natural content usually needs computer
preprocessing before being presented to humans. A good
example of such interactive content is spatial video
accompanied by spatial audio that allows a human to virtually
walk through a tropical jungle that is full of animals that are
not always visitor-friendly. During the virtual walk, a walker
does not scare the animals and may choose a virtual trajectory
of a walk, may choose the current view direction, may stop
and look around, hear the sounds of jungle etc. The respective
content is acquired with the use of clusters of video cameras
and microphones, and after acquisition must be preprocessed
in order to estimate the entire representation of the audiovisual
scene. Presentation of such content mostly needs rendering,
e.g. in order to produce video and audio that corresponds to a
specific location and viewing direction currently chosen by a
virtual jungle explorer. Therefore, presentation of such content
may also be classified as presentation of virtual reality

although all the content represents real-world objects in their
real locations with true motions (see e.g. [1]).
Obviously, the immersive multimedia systems may be
also aimed at the computer-generated content, both standalone
or mixed with natural content. In the latter case, we may speak
about augmented reality that is related to “a computergenerated overlay of content on the real world, but that content
is not anchored to or part of it” [1]. Another variant is mixed
reality that is “an overlay of synthetic content on the real
world that is anchored to and interacts with the real world
contents”. “The key characteristic of mixed reality is that the
synthetic content and the real-world content are able to react
to each other in real time” [1].
The natural immersive content is produced, processed
and consumed in the path depicted in Fig. 1. As shown in
Fig. 1, the immersive multimedia systems usually include
communication between remote sites. Therefore such systems
are also referred as tele-immersive, i.e. they serve for highly
realistic sensations communication (e.g. [2]).

Fig. 1. The processing path of immersive media.

The first block of the diagram from Fig. 1 represents
acquisition of data that allows reconstruction of a portion of
an acoustic wave field [4] and a lightfield [5], respectively.
The audio and video acquisition using a single microphone
and a single video camera is equivalent to the acquisition of a
single spatial sample from an acoustic wave field and a
lightfield, respectively. Therefore, the immersive media
acquisition means acquisition of many spatial samples from
these fields that would allow reconstruction of substantial
portions of these fields. Unfortunately, such media acquisition
results in huge amount of data that must be processed,
compressed, transmitted, rendered and displayed.
Obviously, for immersive audio systems, the problems
related to large data volume are less critical. Moreover, from
the point of view of the necessary data volume, the human
auditory system is also less demanding than the human visual
system. These are probably the reasons, why the immersive
audio technology seems to be currently more mature than the
immersive video technology. There exist several spatial audio
technologies like multichannel audio (starting from the classic
5.1 and going up to the forthcoming 22.2 system), spatial
acoustic objects and higher order ambisonics [6]. During the
last decade, the respective spatial audio representation and
compression technologies have been developed and
standardized in MPEG-D [7], [8] and MPEG-H Part 3 [9]
international standards. The spatial audio compression
technology is based on coding of one or more stereophonic
audio signals and additional spatial parameters. In that way,
this spatial audio compression technology is transparent for
the general stereophonic audio compression. Currently, the
state-of-the-art audio compression technology is USAC
(Unified Speech and Audio Coding) standardized as MPEG-D
Part 3 [10] and 3D audio standardized as MPEG-H Part 3 [9].
Also the presentation technology has been well advanced
for spatial audio. These developments are not only related to
the systems with high numbers of loudspeakers but also to
binaural rendering for headphone playback using binaural
room impulse responses (BRIRs) and head-related impulse
responses (HRIRs) that is a valid way of representing and
conveying an immersive spatial audio scene to a listener [11].
The above remarks conclude the considerations related to
immersive audio in this paper that is focused on immersive
visual media. For the immersive video, the development is
more difficult, nevertheless the research on immersive visual
media is booming recently.
Considering the immersive video, one has to mention
360-degree video that is currently under extensive market
deployment. The 360-degree video allows at least to watch
video in all directions around a certain position of a viewer.
On the other hand, other systems, like free-viewpoint
television [20] or virtual navigation, allow user to freely
change location of viewpoint. The most advanced systems,
called omnidirectional 6DoF [23], extends 360 degree video
and free-navigation, in order to allow the user to both look in
any direction and virtually walk thought prerecorded world.
These interactive services provide for a viewer an ability
to virtually walk around a scene and watch a dynamic scene

from any location on the trajectory of this virtual walk [21],
[22]. Therefore, in popular understanding, the 360-degree
video is treated as a synonym to the immersive video, e.g. see
Wikipedia [19].
Among many issues, the technical progress in immersive
video is inhibited by the lack of satisfactory compression
technology and by the lack of efficient displays producing
high-realistic spatial sensations.
II.

IMMERSIVE VIDEO COMPRESSION

Currently, about 70% of all Internet traffic is Internet
video traffic [12] that almost exclusively corresponds to
monoscopic single-view video. Therefore, an upgrade of a
substantial portion of the video traffic to the immersive video
is undoable using the existing technology, because it would
result in drastic increase of the demand for bandwidth in the
global telecommunication network. The progress must be
done both in single-view video compression as well as in
spatial video compression that usually exploits the existing
general video compression technology.
A. General video compression technology
In the last two decades, consecutive video coding
technologies, i.e. MPEG-2 [13], AVC – Advanced Video
Coding [14], and HEVC – High Efficiency Video Coding [15]
have been developed thanks to huge research efforts. For
example, the development and the optimization of HEVC
needed an effort that may be measured in thousands of manyears.
When
considering
the
three
abovementioned
representative video coding standards, some regularity is
visible [16]. For each next generation, for a given quality
level, the bitrate is halved. The temporal interval of about 9
years occurs between the consecutive technology generations
of video coding. During each 9 years cycle the available
computational power is increased by a factor of about 20-25,
according to the Moore law. This computational power
increase may be consumed by the next generation of more
sophisticated video encoders.
For television services, for demanding monoscopic
content, the average bitrate B may be very roughly estimated
by the formula [16, 17, 18]

B  A  V Mbps

,

(1)

where: A is the technology factor: A=1 for HEVC, A=2 for
AVC, A=4 for MPEG-2, and V is the video format factor,

V=1 for SD – Standard Definition (720×576, 25i),

V=4 for HD – High Definition (1920×1080, 25i),

V=16 for UHD – Ultra High Definition (3840×2160,
50p).
Interestingly, there is already some evidence that this
prediction will be true for HEVC successor, tentatively called
FVC (Future Video Coding). FVC technology is currently
being developed by joint effort of ISO/IEC MPEG
(International Organization for Standardization / International
Electrotechnical Commission, Motion Picture Experts Group)

and ITU VCEG (International Telecommunication Union,
Video Coding Experts Group) that formed JVET (Joint Video
Exploration Team). The recent results demonstrate about 30%
bitrate reduction using FVC over HEVC. The finalization of
FVC technology and the inclusion of its specification in the
forthcoming MPEG-I standard is expected around years 20202021. This would roughly match the abovementioned
prediction based on the 9-year cycle. The goal for this new
video compression technology is to provide bitrate reduction
of about 50% as compared to the state-of-the-art HEVC
technology. Therefore, for this new video compression
technology the technology factor will be A = 0.5 in (1) [18].
The abovementioned video compression technologies are
related to particular applications:

MPEG-2 has enabled development of the standarddefinition digital television (SDTV),

AVC is widely used to high-definition services also in
internet,

HEVC has been developed for ultra-high definition
services.
Unfortunately, the replacement of one of the
abovementioned applications by the next higher-level
application increases the required bitrate by a factor of about
4, while the next generation of video compression technology
reduces the bitrate by a factor of about 2 only (cf. Fig. 2). The
increase of the bitrate due to introduction of immersive video
is expected to be significant.

Fig. 2. Bitrates for major applications
of the consecutive video compression generations.

Unfortunately, even further increase of the requested
bitrates will be necessary in order to accommodate the
introduction of the High Dynamic Range and Wide Color
Gamut [24] into the Ultra High Definition video.
B. Video compression for spatial and immersive video
For a natural 3D visual scene modeling, several models
are considered in the literature: object-based [25,26], ray space
[20,27], point cloud-based [29], and multiview plus depth
(MVD) [28]. The compression of the first types of
representations is yet under development, while the MVD
representation has been successfully used and standardized on

basis of AVC [14] and HEVC [15] technologies. Currently,
further standardization of MVD compression is also
considered [30, 31].
The AVC [14, 33] and HEVC [15, 34] standards provide
the profiles for the multiview coding as well as for the 3D
video coding.
The main idea of the multiview coding is to compress
video acquired using several synchronized cameras, and to
exploit the similarities between neighboring views. One view
is encoded like a monoscopic video, i.e. using the standard
intraframe and temporal interframe predictions. The produced
bitstream constitutes the base layer of the multiview video
representation. For the other views, in addition to the
intraframe and interframe predictions, the inter-view
prediction with disparity compensation may be used. In such
prediction, a block of samples is predicted using a reference
block of samples from a frame from another view in the same
time instant. The location of this reference block is pointed out
by the disparity vector. This inter-view prediction is dual to
the interframe prediction, but the motion vectors are replaced
by the disparity vectors, and the temporal reference frames are
replaced by the reference frames from other views.
The extensions of the AVC and HEVC standards provide
also the ability to encode the depth maps, where nonlinear
depth representations are allowed [32].
The multiview coding provides the bitrate reduction of
order 20-35%, sometimes reaching even 40% as compared to
the simulcast coding [70]. These high bitrate reductions are
achievable for video that is obtained from cameras densely
located on a line, and then rectified in order to virtually set all
the optical axes parallel and on the same plane. For sparse and
arbitrary camera locations, the gain with respect to the
simulcast coding reduces significantly. Therefore, the basic
multiview video coding has nearly no importance for future
compression of the immersive video.
Another option for considerations is 3D video coding.
The distinction between multiview video coding and 3D video
coding is not precise. The latter refers to: compression of the
multiview plus depth representations and application of more
sophisticated compression techniques of inter-view prediction.
Great diversity of 3D video coding tools has been already
proposed including prediction based on: view synthesis, interview prediction by 3D mapping defined by depth, advanced
inpainting, coding of disoccluded regions, depth coding using
platelets and wedgelets etc. [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]. Some of
these tools have been already included into the standards of
3D video coding: 3D High Profile of AVC [14, 41] and 3D
Main Profile of HEVC [15, 34]. The latter defines the state-ofthe-art technology for compression of multiview video with
accompanying depth.
The 3D extension of HEVC is called 3D-HEVC.
Similarly as in multiview coding in AVC, the standardization
requirement was to reuse the monoscopic decoding cores for
implementations. The multiview, 3D, and the scalable
extensions of HEVC share nearly the same high-level syntax
of the bitstreams. Therefore, for the standard, it was decided
that view (video) encoding should not depend on the

corresponding depth. Moreover, the 3D-HEVC provides
additional prediction types that are not used in multiview
coding:
1) Combined temporal and inter-view prediction of
views that refers to pictures from another view and
another time instant;
2) View prediction that refers to a depth map
corresponding to the previously encoded view;
3) Prediction of depth maps using the respective view or
a depth map corresponding to another view.
The compression gain of 3D-HEVC over the multiview
profiles of HEVC is expressed by 12-23% bitrate reduction
[71]. These compression gains are smaller when cameras are
not aligned on a line. For circular camera arrangements, in
particular with the angles between the camera axes exceeding
10 degrees, the gain over the simulcast coding falls below
15%, often being around 5%. In particular, for cameras
sparsely located on an arc, the compression gains of 3DHEVC over the simulcast HEVC are dramatically small. This
observation stimulated research on the extensions of 3DHEVC that use true 3D mapping for more efficient inter-view
prediction [42, 43]. Such extension of 3D-HEVC has been
proposed in the context of transmission of the multiview plus
depth representations of the dynamic scenes in the future freeviewpoint television and virtual navigation systems [44].
Nevertheless, the results are not satisfactory yet, thus further
progress is required. The state-of-the-art technology for MVD
compression is definitely insufficient for such immersive
video scenarios as virtual navigation.
3D video coding is currently a research topic for several
groups around the world, and also future standardization
activities are expected. In 2015, the MPEG-FTV, the body that
was working within MPEG, was exploring possible 3D-HEVC
extensions for efficient coding of multiview video taken from
arbitrary camera positions. Probably, the next developments
will be done not as extensions of HEVC but rather on the top
of the forthcoming new general video coding technology
developed as FVC (Future Video Coding) that will be
probably standardized in the framework of the MPEG-I
project. The expected gains for 3D video coding should come
both from the more efficient general video coding, and from
better tools of 3D video coding.
Instead of transmitting multiple views of a scene, one can
represent the scene as a 3D cloud of colored points, i.e. as a
point cloud. One can use such a point-based model instead of
the MVD (multiview plus depth). The points in the model may
be arranged as a raster of volumetric elements (voxels). Only
the voxels on object boundaries need to be coded and
transmitted. In a receiver, the 3D scene is rendered from the
decoded points. A compression technology for the point
clouds is still less advanced and less developed than that for
MVD models, but the research on point cloud compression
has accelerated recently [45]. Moreover, MPEG has also
launched a standardization project on point cloud
compression, thus further stimulating the research on this
topic.

Although, substantial progress in the immersive video
compression is needed, the recent developments in the
adaptive streaming (like Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over
HTTP – DASH [46, 47]) and media transportation (like
MPEG Media Transport – MMT [48, 49]) provide welladvanced platforms for the immersive media delivery.
III.

DISPLAYS

Apart from the video compression technology, the display
technology is also not mature enough for the immersive video
and images. Nevertheless, the situation is unequal for various
display application areas.
A. Large displays and projection systems
One of the immersive display already in used for over a
quarter of century [50] is a media cave. The caves are special
rooms in which the images are projected on walls and ceiling.
A variant of this approach is TiME Lab of Fraunhofer HHI
with huge cylindrical display well on one side of a room [51].
Also display wells, or walls with background projection, are
used around a viewer in order to produce the impression of
immersion. Such solutions have been proposed also for the
immersive telecommunication [52].
For signage applications large autostereoscopic
projection systems (called super-multiview displays) are used.
Such display systems provide viewers with high quality of
experience of spatial sensation. Such systems [53] may display
more than 60 million of pixels simultaneously in order to
produce large number of views that correspond to potential
gaze locations. Large number of views is needed for seamless
parallax.
An extreme version of a glassless 3D display is the
display installed by Japanese National Research and
Development Agency (NICT) in a commercial center in Osaka
[54, 55]. This back-projection display benefits from about 200
HD video projectors fed by a large cluster of computers that
render the respective video streams. The size, the cost and the
power consumption withdraw such 3D display system from a
wider use.
B. Consumer displays
On the consumer 3D displays market, the displays that require
glasses to properly separate the left and right view for the
respective eyes are the most popular. Such glasses are not
widely acceptable, and this is considered the main reason for
the recent decline in 3D video.
The remedy is seen in autostereoscopic or lightfield
displays that use the well-known liquid crystal (LCD)
technology. In such displays the LCD panel displays a number
of views that correspond to various potential gaze locations. A
pattern of lenses on the display is used in order to direct the
beams from individual views to the respective potential gaze
locations. Multiple users can view difference view of the
scene but simultaneously the number of views that are
displayed grows, the sweet point becomes longer and the
motion parallax tends to become seamless. Unfortunately, the
view resolutions decrease for a given LCD panel resolution.
The quality of experience becomes really good for displays

with about 100 views that need 4K or 8K displays [56].
Nevertheless, such display suffer from high weight as they
need many built-in components for rendering of the high
number of parallel video streams. Also, their current cost is
preventive for consumer entertainment applications.
Other 3D display types, like holographic displays are
even less mature.
C. Head-mounted devices (HMDs)
The most advanced and recognized for immersive media
display are head-mounted devices (HMDs) [57,58] that are
blooming in all virtual-reality applications. There are two
groups of such devices:

simple and cheap devices where a smartphone is used as
both a display and a processing unit,

more advanced and expensive devices, like helmets, that
are equipped with special single-eye displays.
Unfortunately, most of the HMDs currently available on
the market lack high resolution needed for immersive
experience. Moreover, the humans are extremely sensitive to
the delays between head motion and the image displayed in
HMD. Therefore, extremely low latency is required which is
challenging for local systems and nearly killing factor for all
network-related systems.
Therefore, we conclude that the display technology is not
yet mature enough in order to accommodate the needs of
future immersive video systems.
IV.

scene. Without the proper depth sensation, the scene is
perceived as flat and unnatural.
 Resolution. For the example of HMDs, the displays are
mounted very close to the user’s eyes and therefore the
amount of pixels must be sufficient in order to avoid
aliasing. This is in particular important when the user
moves or rotates very slightly, which results in unnatural
jumps of edges in the perceived image by single pixel
distance.
 Self-embodiment. The ability to see parts of its own body
convinces the user about being part of the presented
reality.
 Interactivity. Allowing the user to manipulate objects
provides strong premises about integrity of the presented
reality.
In this section, we characterize existing and emerging
technologies that provide immersive experience. Not all of
them support all of the mentioned immersive features, which
of course degrade the attained level of immersiveness.
A. Monoscopic 360 video
360-degree video conveys the view of a whole panorama seen
from given point (Fig. 3). Practically, 360-degree video is
most often captured by a set of at least 4 to 6 cameras looking
outwards (Fig. 4). Images from individual cameras are then
stitched [59,60] together in order to produce a single
panorama view.

IMMERSIVE VISUAL TECHNOLOGIES

In order to absorb the user into immersive reality, the
underlying technology has to convince our senses. The most
basic is to present vision to the eyes of the viewer. It is
however not enough to fool our brain entirely. The level of
immersion can be increased if the following features are
addressed:
 Rotation. The ability to look around freely with 3 degrees
of freedom (DoF), e.g. to yaw, pitch or roll, allows
human brain to construct holistic model of the
environment. This process is crucial to provide true
immersive experience. Therefore, the views presented to
the user’s eyes should follow rotation of the head.
 Motion. The ability of the user to move in all directions
(3 DoF) improves the level of immersion in two ways.
First, it enables motion parallax, which helps brain to
perceive the depth and cope with occlusions. Second, it
allows the user to explore.
 Join rotation and motion. Both of these features together
grant the user with 6 degrees of freedom. Thanks to the
synergy, the user can witness the presented reality
without bounds.
 Latency. Our brains are very vulnerable to the
differences in time of perception of information coming
from different senses. The mismatch causes motion
sickness, which can be avoided by minimizing overall
latency of the system.
 Binocular vision. The human visual system employs
information from both of eyes to sense the depth of the

Fig. 3. A panorama represented in 360-degree video. Example frame from
“Soccer360” sequence [67]. Image used thanks to the courtesy of Electronics
and Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), Korea.

Fig. 4. 360-degree camera built from six GoPro Hero 3 action cameras (photo
by the authors).

The data in 360-degree video is represented in a form
resembling classical 2D image but with the pixel coordinates
interpreted as values related to angles instead of positions on

flat image plane of the camera. The distance between the left
and the right edge is 360 degrees and thus the edges coincide.
The particular mapping of longitude and latitude to pixel
coordinates may be specified in various ways. The most
commonly known are equirectangular [61] and cylindrical
projection [62] (Fig. 5), both having advantages and
disadvantages related to the represented range and resolution
of angles. In ideal model of the acquisition, each column of
pixels is captured by a separate outward-looking (at different
longitude) camera with a very narrow horizontal field of view
(FoV) and some vertical FoV. In the case of equirectangular
projection, vertical FoV is 180 degrees and less in the case of
cylindrical projection.
The variety of possible mappings is a challenge for
standardization [63]. One of the currently considered solutions
is to use mesh-based mapping instead of a set of selected
mathematical formulations. The works in MPEG are still
undergoing, but the specification document, named
Omnidirectional Media Application Format (OMAF) [64] is
expected to be finished by the end of 2017 [65].

(the cameras presented in Fig. 7 lay on the same horizontal
plane).
Also, the user is not allowed to move, not even slightly,
which yields unnatural 3D impression with head movements.
It is expected that delivery formats for 3D 360 video will
be standardized by MPEG until the end of 2018 [66].

Fig. 6. Example of panorama for the left and for the right view in top/bottom
stereoscopic 360-degree video from “Dancer360” test sequence [67]. Image
used thanks to the courtesy of Electronics and Telecommunications Research
Institute (ETRI) , Korea.

Fig. 5. A panorama represented in 360-degree video.

By presenting a selected fragment of 360-video, it is
possible to allow the user to rotate (yaw, pitch or roll). It is not
possible though to move. Therefore, 360-video is often said to
be 3 DoF (degrees of freedom). Also, because both eyes are
seeing the same panorama, there are no depth impression.
B. Stereoscopic 360 video
Stereoscopic 360-degree video is an extension of idea of 360degree video, in which there are two panoramas of the scene –
one for the left and one for the right view. Often it is referred
to as “3D 360”. The two panoramas are typically arranged in
top/bottom or left/right manner in a single image (Fig. 6).
Just like in 360-degree video, each row of pixels is
related to outward-looking camera with a very narrow
horizontal FoV. The difference between the left and the right
panorama is displacement from the center of the cameras
(Fig. 7).
The usage of two panoramas allows presentation of
different views for the left and for the right eye, which
produces sensations of depth in the scene. Unfortunately, the
depth sensations are limited to the regions near the equator of
the projection because at the poles both images are the same

Fig. 7. Model of 3D 360 video capturing. Each row of pixels in panoramas is
captures by a camera with very narrow horizontal field of view. The left and
for the right view camera are displaced from the center.

C. Binocular 3D 360 video
The aim for binocular 3D 360-degree video technology is to
overcome the biggest limitations of stereoscopic 360 video:
limitation of depth sensation apart from the equator and the
lack of motion parallax. Because the user will not be allowed
to move freely, but only slightly, this technology is often to be
referred to be 3 DoF+ (plus) as it does not provide full 6 DoF.
Rendering of views with motion parallax requires some
depth information about the scene, e.g. further objects move
slower in perspective than closer objects. Currently there are
two solutions considered within MPEG. The first one is the
usage of layered stereoscopic 360 video, where each layer is
assigned a constant depth level. The second one is usage of

depth maps, which convey individual depth information for
each point in the image. Of course, both of those require
information about the depth of the scene, which has to be
acquired directly (e.g. by means of Time-of-Flight cameras) or
estimated algorithmically. Already there are works that report
techniques for depth estimation from stereoscopic 360 video.
In paper [68] authors show that it is possible to approximate
depth estimation from 3D 360 video with classical
stereoscopic depth estimation. The conclusions are that the
classical stereoscopic depth estimation formula (2), where 𝑍
is the sought distance, 𝑓 is focal length of the model of
cameras used in depth estimation, 𝑏 is baseline distance
between them and 𝑑 is disparity between matched features
(e.g. points):
𝑍=

𝑓∙𝑏
𝑑

,

(2)

can be used for 360 video with a very small error with the
following mathematical parameters (3), without knowing the
physical parameters of the capturing camera rig:
𝑓=

𝑊
2𝜋

; 𝑏 =2∙𝑟

,

(3)

where 𝑊 is the width of the panorama (in pixels) and 𝑟 is
radius of the camera rig (the scale of the space). The results of
such an approach are presented in Fig. 8.
Binocular 3D 360 video is expected to be standardized by
MPEG until the end of 2019.

Fig. 8. Depth map estimated from 3D panorama (Fig. f4) with the use of
approach from [68] for “Dancer360” test sequence [67].

D. Free viewpoint video
In a free viewpoint video system, the user is allowed to freely
select the point of view: the direction of looking and the
position. Each of such provides the user 3 degrees of freedom
(Dof), and therefore, thanks to the synergy of both, such
systems provide the user 6 DoF. The difference between
binocular 3D 360 and free viewpoint is the video format. In
spite of panoramic images, the most promising free viewpoint
video systems use Multiview Video plus Depth (MVD)
representation format. In MVD the scene is captured with a
limited number of cameras (e.g. 10) positioned around the
scene (Fig. 9). Each view captured by a camera is associated
with corresponding depth map.

Fig. 9. Experimental free viewpoint acquisition system built at Poznan
University of Technology.

The views and the depth maps together are used to render
desired view to the user’s left and the right eye, e.g. with use
of Depth-Image Based Rendering (DIBR) techniques. Of
course, the viewing is limited to the regions which are
captured with the cameras, and thus, the experience resembles
watching of the scene through a clear window. Therefore, in
MPEG, free viewpoint video systems are referred to as
“windowed 6DoF” (Fig. 10). This also limits the freedom of
the user in practical applications. For example, if the cameras
are looking outwards, then, similarly to Binocular 3D 360
video, the allowed motion of the user is very small. On the
other hand, if cameras are on a side of the scene, then the
motion of the user can move almost without bounds, but the
allowed rotation is very limited.
All technical aspects of free viewpoint video systems are
considered to be very difficult research problems and are
currently subjects of extensive research. Only few
experimental systems provide satisfactory quality of
experience. An example of such is the experimental Free
Viewpoint Television system developed at Poznan University
of Technology (Fig. 9). The developed algorithms used within
the system allow for estimation of high quality depth maps
that can be used to synthesize virtual views to the user
(Fig. 11). Although for some of the test sequences the attained
quality is satisfactory, the works to improve the results are still
in progress. Due to challenges in this field, technologies
related to free viewpoint video are not expected to be
standardized before 2021.

Fig. 10. Illustration of free navigation in windowed 6 degrees of freedom
(6DoF) scenario.

[5]

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
Fig. 11. Example of synthesized views of “Poznan Fencing” [21,69] sequence
generated with experimental free viewpoint system built at Poznan University
of Technology.

V.

CONCLUSSIONS

We have presented various immersive visual media, including
360-degree panorama video, stereoscopic (3D) 360 video,
binocular 360 video, free viewpoint video and point-cloud
representation. For each of presented examples, we have
considered the supported features which determine the
attained level of immersiveness. As shown, this level is
different among the considered technologies, and varies with
technological complexity. In some of the cases, the technology
is anticipated to be available in the not so close future. This
fact is one of the motivations of works in ISO/IEC MPEG
group on MPEG-I project, which aims at standardization of
immersive visual media in phases. Due to the current plans,
the first stage of MPEG-I, phase 1a, will target the most urgent
market needs, which is specification of 360 video projection
formats – Omnidirectional Media Application Format
(OMAF) [64,65]. The next phase of MPEG-I, 1b [66], will the
extend specification provided in 1a towards 3 DoF+
applications. The phase 2, which is intended to start from
about 2019, will aim at addressing 6 DoF applications like free
viewpoint video. Therefore, it can be summarized that the
technologies that are already settles will be standardized first
and will be followed by extensions related to technologies that
will mature later.
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